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• What is a Protocol?                                     
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• Uses in the classroom and online learning

• Questions



Protocols

• Simple definition – protocols bring clarity to the task at hand

• Formal definition – rules and procedures used to conduct 
effective communication and collaboration

• National School Reform Faculty 

• https://www.nsrfharmony.org/content/protocols

https://www.nsrfharmony.org/content/protocols


Protocols

• Protocols serve as a written guide to focus 
professional dialogue in a structured format. 
Specifically, protocols set a well thought-out format 
following established group norms, time, and 
professional respect. 

• Educators often create protocols for their own use 
or adapt existing protocols as needed. 



Why use Protocols?

• Students have a voice in the discussion

• Requires all students to participate

• Provides structure for students who try to dominate the 
conversation

• Sets specifics for the discussion

• Offers parameters for the discussion

• Members on Task

• Time Limits



Final Word Protocol

• Structured tool so all students have an equal opportunity to 
voice an insight, opinion, description etc.

• Assign an article or chapter and instruct students to choose 
three-four pertinent passages to discuss with classmates.

• Place students in groups and follow the Final Word Protocol.

Thoughts…

Construct groups prior to class – make groups the size that will 
work with specific classroom.

Setting norms at the beginning of the  process is important

Set time according to instructor’s time in class.







Case Study Protocol



Let’s Practice the Final Word Protocol  
• Group Formation Determine Timekeeper (must adhere to time allotted) 

• Read the article and highlight 3-4 pertinent points you want to discuss… 
agree with the point, make a connection to the point, new learning, 
disagree with the point etc.

• Sit in a circle with group

• First person introduces idea/quote/point speaking for 90 seconds

• Proceed around the circle with each person responding to the speaker for 
no more than 1 minute   

• The speaker has 1 minute to respond with the Final Word

• Engage in the process so all members participate with the first and final 
word



Creating Protocols

• National School Reform Faculty suggests participating in Critical 
Friends Group Training before creating Protocols

https://www.nsrfharmony.org/content/protocols

• My experience has been… if following a structured path 
protocols can be created 

Some Examples…

https://www.nsrfharmony.org/content/protocols




Suggestions for using Protocols
• Begin with the Final Word Protocol

• Determine what conversations, chapters, comparisons etc. need 
to have a structured format

• Create a protocol

• Task

• Time

• # in Group

• Intended Outcome

• One concern people may have is the limit of input – I add a 
talking chip for each person so they may have one additional 
chance to comment



Suggestions for using Protocols for 
Online Learning

• Asynchronous
• Most difficult to adapt 

• Discussion Boards

• Google Docs

• Chat Rooms

• Groups designed by instructor to conduct protocol as an assignment via Skype, 
WebEx etc.

• The Sharing Protocol

• Synchronous
• Explain protocol procedure

• Assign groups within videoconferencing platform





It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative 
expression and knowledge.

Albert Einstein

Questions?
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